Nimodipine inhibits AP firing in cultured hippocampal neurons predominantly due to block of voltage-dependent potassium channels
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Abstract. L-type calcium channels (LTCC) are important functional elements of hippocampal neurons contributing to processes like memory formation and gene expression. Mice lacking the Cav1.2 channel in hippocampal pyramidal cells exhibited defects in spatial memory (Moosmang et al. 2005) and lowered frequency of repetitive action potential (AP) firing (Lacinova et al. 2008). We tested the contribution of LTCC to AP firing of cultured rat neonatal hippocampal neurons using the dihydropyridine channel blocker nimodipine. Ionic currents and APs were recorded in the whole cell patch clamp configuration. A prolonged depolarizing current pulse activated the firing of a series of APs. The presence of 10 μM nimodipine blocked all but the first AP in series. This concentration, which is potent enough to completely block LTCC, inhibited about 35–50% of the total calcium current. In addition, nimodipine blocked about 50% of both calcium-dependent and voltage-dependent potassium currents whereas the sodium current was not affected. We suggest that nimodipine suppressed the firing of APs in cultured neonatal rat hippocampal neurons due to inhibition of both calcium and potassium currents.
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Introduction

The hippocampus is a brain region participating in the formation of explicit memory, i.e. memory of facts and places (reviewed in Kandel 2009). The decisive element of memory forming is an activity-dependent strengthening of synaptic transmission, the so-called long term potentiation (LTP) (Bliss and Lomo 1973). Two phases of LTP can be distinguished: an early phase requiring covalent protein modification and a late protein synthesis-dependent phase (Frey et al. 1988). L-type calcium channels (LTCC) contribute to several memory-forming pathways, e.g., the cAMP response element-binding protein pathway (Deisseroth et al. 2003), Hebbian synaptic plasticity (Grover and Teyler 1990; Bauer et al. 2002; Moosmang et al. 2005) or transcription of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (Murphy et al. 1991; West et al. 2001).

The prevalent LTCC isoform expressed in hippocampus is the Cav1.2 isoform (Hell et al. 1993; Sinnegger-Brauns et al. 2004). Absence of the Cav1.2 channel in adult mouse hippocampus resulted in defects of late phase LTP and deficits of spatial memory (Moosmang et al. 2005). LTCC may support LTP and consequently memory forming through back-propagated somatic action potentials (APs) (Spruston et al. 1995; Hoffman et al. 1997; Kampa et al. 2006). Somatic APs alone are sufficient to activate mechanisms supporting late-phase LTP and to convert early phase LTP into stable late LTP (Dudek and Fields 2002). Therefore the contribution of LTCC to shaping AP trains is of major interest.

Reported effects of dihydropyridine (DHP) LTCC blockers on hippocampal excitability are controversial. In rabbit CA1 pyramidal hippocampal neurons, nimodipine increased excitability by increasing the number of APs and by decreasing accommodation frequency during a prolonged depolarizing cur-
rent pulse (Moyer et al. 1992). This effect was more pronounced in neurons from aging than from young animals. In adult rat CA1 neurons the effect was opposite as 10 µM nimodipine substantially reduced the number of induced APs (Magee and Carruth 1999). Nevertheless, another group did not find any effect of anorganic calcium channel blockers on AP firing in rat adult CA1 cells (Aozou et al. 1996). In CA1 pyramidal neurons from young (P8-P25) rats, 10–100 µM nimodipine suppressed AP bursting (Chen et al. 2005). In adult mouse hippocampal CA1 neurons, 10 µM (±)isradipine only moderately slowed the frequency of AP firing (Lacinova et al. 2008).

Here we tested the effect of the DHP LTCC blocker nimodipine on repetitive AP firing in a primary culture of neonatal rat hippocampal neurons. We have shown that 10 µM nimodipine substantially suppresses generation of AP trains. This effect was mediated by inhibition of LTCC and multiple potassium channels.

Material and Methods

Cell isolation and culture

Primary cultures of neonatal rat hippocampal neurons were prepared from 1–2 days old rats. Meninge-free hippocampi were microdissected in ice-cooled sterile phosphate buffer saline (PBS) supplemented by filtered foetal serum albumin. The slices were washed in PBS and triturated in Neurobasal A medium supplemented with 2% B-27 supplement, 1% penicillin-streptomycin and 1% L-glutamine. The cell suspension was spinned at 1000 rpm and the cells were resuspended in culture medium (Neurobasal A medium supplemented with 2% B-27 supplement, 1% penicillin streptomycin and 1% L-glutamine). Cells were plated at density of 5 × 10^4 /ml of media on L-polylysin-coated glas coverslips. Half of the medium was changed every third day.

Electrophysiological recordings

For recording, large neurons of pyramidal shape and well-defined dendrite processes were used. The cell culture was maintained for two weeks. The neurons required at least three days to recover after the isolation. Whole cell currents and APs were measured starting on day 4 (D4) after isolation using an EPC 10 patch clamp amplifier (HEKA Electronic, Pfalz, Germany). Series resistance and cell capacitance were compensated by built-in circuits of the EPC 10 amplifier.

The following solutions were used in experiments: for measurements of calcium currents and APs, the pipette solution contained (in mM): KC1 130, MgATP 3, NaGTP 0.4, HEPES 25, EGTA 10, pH 7.2 (KOH); the bath solution contained (in mM): NaCl 150, KCl 4, HEPES 10, CaCl2 2, MgCl2 1, glucose 10, pH 7.4 (NaOH). In part of the measurements of potassium currents calcium was omitted from the bath solution. For measurements of calcium currents, the pipette solution contained (in mM): CsCl 105, TEACl 20, EGTA 10, MgCl2 1, NaATP 4, NaGTP 0.5, glucose 10, pH 7.4 (CsOH); bath solution contained (in mM): NaCl 140, BaCl2 5, MgCl2 1, HEPES 10, glucose 10, pH 7.4 (NaOH). For measurements of sodium currents pipette solution contained (in mM): CsCl 130, TEACl 10, EGTA 10, MgCl2 5, Na2ATP 5, HEPES 10, pH 7.4 (CsOH); bath solution contained (in mM): TEACl 125, NaCl 10, CsCl 25, CaCl2 2, HEPES 10, glucose 10, pH 7.4 (NaOH).

Ion currents and APs were measured in the whole cell patch clamp configuration. The holding potential was set to −80 mV for measurements of calcium and sodium currents and to −60 mV for measurements of potassium currents. In current clamp, the holding current was injected so that the membrane potential was fixed at about −70 mV. Single APs were activated by 5-ms-long depolarizing current pulses with amplitudes increasing in steps of 25 pA. A similar protocol was used for measurement of AP series except that pulse length was 300 ms.

A stock solution of nimodipine was prepared in ethanol at a concentration of 10 mmol/l and stored at −20°C. It was diluted in the bath solution at a final concentration of 10 µmol/l prior to each experiment. This solution was applied in close proximity of the cell investigated by a gravity-driven solution exchanger.

Data acquisition and processing

Data were recorded using the HEKA software Patchmaster. For off-line data analysis, Fitmaster (HEKA) and Origin 8.1 (Microcal) were used. Results are presented as mean ± S.E.M. with the number of tested cells in brackets. Statistical significance was estimated using paired or unpaired Student’s t-test as appropriate. A difference was considered significant if p < 0.05.

Results

Basic properties of cultured hippocampal neurons

Primary cultures of neonatal rat neurons were established on postnatal day P1 or P2 and were maintained up to two weeks. Cells were allowed to recover for four days after iso-
Electrophysiological recordings were made starting at D4 of cell culture up to D11. Barium currents through calcium channels were detected during the whole period. The average current density ranged between 80 and 100 pA/pF with a slight trend to increase with prolonged time in culture. A brief (5 ms) depolarizing current pulse activated the firing of a single AP. The time course, voltage threshold and amplitude of such AP did not change during this time span (data not shown).

**Nimodipine suppressed repetitive firing of APs**

The principle type of activity of hippocampal neurons is repetitive AP firing. A 300-ms-long depolarizing current pulse activated the firing of a series of APs (Fig. 1A). Application of 10 µM nimodipine inhibited all but the first AP in series and decreased the extent of afterhyperpolarization (Fig. 1B). AP firing was fully restored after 90 to 120 s of nimodipine washout (Fig. 1C). The effect was independent of the time in culture. The same observation was made on D5 \((n = 5)\), D6 \((n = 6)\), D7 \((n = 7)\), D8 \((n = 7)\), D9 \((n = 8)\), D10 \((n = 5)\) and D11 \((n = 6)\).

**The proportion of barium current carried through L-type calcium channels decreased with time in culture**

To assess the contribution of LTCC to the total barium current flowing through calcium channels, we have used 10 µM nimodipine for its inhibition. This concentration is sufficient to fully block both Ca\(_V\)1.2 and Ca\(_V\)1.3 LTCC, which are known to be expressed in hippocampal neurons. Approximately 50% of the barium current was carried through LTCC as demonstrated by its inhibition by nimodipine (Fig. 2A and B). Later (D8–D11), the proportion of LTCC significantly decreased to about 35% (Fig. 2).

**Nimodipine did not affect the sodium current**

The substantial inhibition of repetitive AP firing could include other factors than block of LTCC alone. The hyperpolarization following the first fired AP was lower (Fig. 1) but still may have been sufficient for activation of the sodium current. It was reported that in some cases the sodium current may be blocked by dihydropyridines (DHP) (Inoue et al. 1999; Yatani and Brown 1985). Nevertheless, 10 µM nimodipine did not affect the sodium current in cultured neonatal rat hippocampal cells (Fig. 3). For these experiments we lowered the concentration of sodium ions in the bath solution to 10 mM (see Material and Methods) in order to lower the sodium current amplitude to values enabling voltage clamping.

**Nimodipine inhibited the outward potassium current**

The reduced hyperpolarization following the first AP suggested that nimodipine might inhibit voltage-dependent potassium channels. Indeed, 10 µM nimodipine suppressed part of the

---

**Figure 1.** Nimodipine suppression of repetitive AP firing. Repetitive AP firing in cultured hippocampal neurons was activated by 300-ms-long rectangular depolarizing current pulses from a holding current adjusted so that the resting membrane potential of each cell investigated was \(-70 \text{ mV}\). The same current clamp protocol was applied under control conditions (A), in the presence of 10 µM nimodipine (B) and after washout of nimodipine (C).
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Inward potassium current. Inhibition of the peak current amplitude was negligible, while almost 50% of the current at the end of 400-ms-long pulse to +60 mV was blocked (Fig. 4A). Potassium current inhibition developed more slowly than the inhibition of LTCC (Fig. 4A versus Fig. 2A). The current blocked by nimodipine was evaluated as difference between currents recorded in the absence and in the presence of 10 μM nimodipine (Fig. 4B). This current activated slowly, did not activate during 500-ms-long depolarizations and exhibited weak outward rectification. The remaining current inactivated sharply within the first 100 ms of depolarization (Fig. 4B). This current activated slowly, did not inactivate during 500-ms-long depolarizations and exhibited weak outward rectification. The remaining current inactivated sharply within the first 100 ms of depolarization (Fig. 4B). A separate analysis of the current amplitude at the peak and at the end of 500-ms-long depolarizing pulse revealed minor (less than 10%) inhibition of the peak current (Fig. 4C) and substantial (about 50%) inhibition of the end current (Fig. 4D). The inhibition was only weakly voltage-dependent at depolarizations below 0 mV and voltage-independent at depolarizations above 0 mV (Fig. 4C and D).

The effect of nimodipine on potassium currents was independent of calcium influx

Rat hippocampal neurons express Ca²⁺-dependent potassium channels dependent on calcium entry through voltage-activated calcium channels. To distinguish a potential indirect block of the calcium-activated potassium current due to block of the calcium current we repeated our experiments in a Ca²⁺-free solution. In the absence of Ca²⁺ ions in the extracellular solution, a current component with apparently slow activation kinetics was missing (Fig. 5A and B). The average peak current density was virtually identical in the presence and absence of Ca²⁺ (Fig. 5C). The average current density at the end of 300-ms-long pulse was by about 50% lower in the absence of calcium ions (Fig. 5D). Removal of calcium ions from the bath solution was similar to the

Figure 2. Nimodipine inhibition of LTCC. A. Time courses of the amplitudes of barium currents through calcium channels before and during cell superfusion with 10 μM nimodipine measured at days 5–11 after isolation as marked. Time courses were normalized with respect to the maximal current amplitude for each individual cell and averaged. Nimodipine was added at time point marked by an arrow. Numbers of tested cells were as follow: D4 (n = 4); D5 (n = 5); D6 (n = 5); D7 (n = 10); D8 (n = 11); D9 (n = 7); D10 (n = 7); D11 (n = 3). During prolonged time in culture the proportion of the nimodipine-sensitive current decreased. This decrease was statistically significant starting with D8. * p < 0.05 (Dn versus D4). B. Representative examples of current traces recorded in control conditions (solid lines) and after equilibrating with 10 μM nimodipine (dashed lines) at days in culture marked next to each trace. Scale bars represent 10 ms (horizontal) and 250 pA (vertical). Currents were activated by 50 ms long depolarizing pulses from a holding potential of –80 mV to 0 mV.

Figure 3. Lack of a nimodipine effect on sodium currents. Time course of the sodium current amplitude activated by 3 ms long depolarizing pulses from a holding potential of –80 mV to 0 mV. Cells were superfused with 10 μM nimodipine from the moment marked by an arrow. Results from 4 cells were averaged. A representative example of current traces recorded in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of nimodipine is shown on right.
Figure 4. Block of potassium currents by nimodipine. A. Time course of the potassium current amplitude measured at the peak of the current trace (solid circles) and at the end of a 400 ms long depolarizing pulse to +60 mV (open circles). Results from 5 cells were averaged. At the moment marked by an arrow 10 μM nimodipine were added. Representative example of current traces recorded in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of nimodipine are shown above the graph. B. Representative examples of the currents recorded by a series of 500 ms long depolarizing pulses to membrane voltages between −20 mV and +80 mV in the absence (upper) and presence (middle) of 10 μM nimodipine. Bottom traces were obtained by subtraction of traces recorded in the presence of nimodipine from traces recorded under control conditions and represent current blocked by nimodipine. C. Amplitudes of potassium currents measured at a peak of each trace were normalized with respect to the peak current amplitude measured at +80 mV for each individual cell and then averaged (n = 5). ○ peak I-V relation measured under control conditions; ● I-V relation measured in the presence of nimodipine; □ proportion of peak current blocked by nimodipine calculated as 1 − (I_{nimodipine}/I_{control}). D. Sustained potassium current amplitudes measured at the end of each trace were normalized with respect to the sustained current amplitude measured at the end of a pulse to +80 mV for each individual cell and then averaged. ○ end I-V relation measured under control conditions; ● I-V relation for the sustained current measured in the presence of nimodipine; □ proportion of the sustained current blocked by nimodipine calculated as 1 − (I_{nimodipine}/I_{control}).
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effect of nimodipine (compare Fig. 4B and Fig. 5A and B). Therefore it could be expected that the inhibition of the voltage-dependent potassium current will be diminished in calcium-free solution. However, this was not the case. In calcium-free solution the potassium current was similar to that in Ca\textsuperscript{2+}-containing solution (Fig. 6). Nimodipine inhibited a minor part of the peak current amplitude and a substantial portion of sustained current at the end of depolarizing pulse (Fig. 6A). Consistent with the inhibition of voltage-dependent potassium channels, the current inhibited by nimodipine activated rapidly and inactivated during a 300-ms-long depolarizing pulse (Fig. 6B). The inhibition of the peak current amplitude and of the sustained current at the end of the depolarizing pulse was voltage-independent for membrane depolarizations to 0 mV and higher (Fig. 6D and E).

**Discussion**

Neuronal cells are complex systems expressing variety of ion channels depending on the species, tissue region and developmental stage. In this work we investigated the effect of the DHP calcium channel blocker nimodipine on the excitability of neonatal rat hippocampal neurons in primary culture. We have shown that 10 µM nimodipine fully blocked repetitive AP firing evoked by a prolonged depolarizing current pulse. This finding is in line with several previous reports on the same species at different developmental stages. In hippocampal slices prepared from young (P8–P25) rats, 10 µM nimodipine completely suppressed repetitive AP firing (Chen et al. 2005). Blockers of T-type (Ni\textsuperscript{2+}) and N/P/Q-type (ω-conotoxin MVIIC) calcium channels expressed in these neurons were less

**Figure 5.** Outward potassium currents in the presence and absence of Ca\textsuperscript{2+}. Representative example of potassium currents activated by a series of 500 ms long depolarizing pulses to membrane voltages between −20 mV and +80 mV with 2 mM Ca\textsuperscript{2+} in the bath solution (A) and in nominally calcium-free bath solution (B). C. Amplitudes of potassium currents measured at the peak of each trace were normalized with respect to the peak current amplitude measured at +80 mV for each individual cell and then averaged. ○ peak I-V relation measured in the presence of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (n = 5); ● I-V relation measured in the absence of Ca\textsuperscript{2+} (n = 3). D. Sustained potassium current amplitudes measured at the end of each trace were normalized with respect to the sustained current amplitude measured at the end of a pulse to +80 mV for each individual cell and then averaged. ○ end I-V relation measured in the presence of Ca\textsuperscript{2+}; ● I-V relation for the sustained current measured in the absence of Ca\textsuperscript{2+}. 
Figure 6. Potassium currents are blocked by nimodipine in Ca\(^{2+}\)-free solution. The same experiments and analysis as in the Fig. 4 were done in the absence of Ca\(^{2+}\) in bath solution. A. Representative example of current traces recorded in the absence (solid line) and presence (dashed line) of nimodipine are shown in the upper part. The time course of the potassium current amplitude measured at the peak of current trace (●) and at the end of a 200 ms long depolarizing pulse to +60 mV (○). Results from 3 cells were averaged in this graph. At the moment marked by an arrow 10 μM nimodipine were added. B. Representative examples of currents recorded in response to a series of 500 ms long depolarizing pulses to membrane voltages between –20 mV and +80 mV in the absence (upper) and presence (middle) of 10 μM nimodipine. Bottom traces were obtained by subtraction of traces recorded in the presence of nimodipine from traces recorded under control conditions and represent the current blocked by nimodipine. C. Amplitudes of potassium currents measured at a peak of each trace were normalized with respect to the peak current amplitude measured at +80 mV for each individual cell and then averaged (n = 3). ○ peak I-V relation measured under control conditions (0 Ca\(^{2+}\)); ● I-V relation measured in the presence of nimodipine; □ proportion of the peak current blocked by nimodipine calculated as 1–(I\(_{\text{nimidipine}}\)/I\(_{\text{control}}\)). D. Sustained potassium current amplitudes measured at the end of each trace were normalized with respect to the sustained current amplitude measured at the end of a pulse to +80 mV for each individual cell and then averaged. ○ end I-V relation measured under control conditions; ● I-V relation for the sustained current measured in the presence of nimodipine; □ proportion of the sustained current blocked by nimodipine calculated as 1–(I\(_{\text{nimidipine}}\)/I\(_{\text{control}}\)).
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effective but decreased the number of fired APs as well (Chen et al. 2005). In adult rat hippocampal neurons the situation is less equivocal. Magee and Carruth (1999) reported substantial but not complete suppression of the number of APs in series by 10 µM nimodipine while Azouz and collaborators, who used anorganic calcium channel blockers (Azouz et al. 1996), did not find any effect of Ca\(^{2+}\) current block on repetitive firing.

The inhibitory effect of LTCC blockers on repetitive firing appears to be species-dependent. In rabbit hippocampal cells, the result of calcium current inhibition was just opposite (Moyer et al. 1992) and application of nimodipine increased the number of APs in series in a concentration- and age-dependent manner. The increase was more pronounced in aging CA1 neurons than in young CA1 neurons consistent with an increased expression of LTCC in aged animals (Moyer and Disterhof 1994; Campbell et al. 1996; Veng and Browning 2002). In mouse hippocampus, elimination of LTCC either by application of 10 µM (+)-isradipine or by tissue-selective inactivation of the Cav1.2 gene moderately decreased the number of spikes in a train (Moosmang et al. 2005; Lacinova et al. 2008).

The above-cited authors attributed the effect of DHP blockers to their inhibitory action on LTCC. However, the proportion of L-type calcium currents was comparable in all investigated experimental objects being between 25% (adult mouse hippocampal cells, Lacinova et al. 2008) and 45% (neonatal rat hippocampal cell, present work), while the DHP effect was highly variable from potentiation (young and old rabbit hippocampus, Moyer and Carruth 1999; Chen et al. 2005). While both Cav1.2 and Cav1.3 channels contribute to total LTCC in mammalian hippocampus (Obermair et al. 2004; Moosmang et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2007; Schlück et al. 2010), their relative contribution depends on species and age. These channels do differ in their sensitivity to DHP; however, this variability may only partly account for reported differences. It is possible that applied DHP blockers act on more than one target.

DHPs were considered to be highly specific blockers of LTCC. More recently it was shown that a number of DHPs may block also T-type calcium channels (Williams et al. 1999; Lacinova et al. 2000; Drigelova et al. 2006; Perez-Reyes et al. 2009), Na\(^+\) channels (Yatani and Brown 1985; Inoue et al. 1999) and potassium channels (Lin et al. 2001; Gao et al. 2005; Zhang and Gold 2009) at micromolar concentrations. While Na\(^+\) currents and T-type calcium channels initiate AP firing, potassium channels together with high-voltage activated calcium channels determine the repolarizing phase of AP.

In our model the sodium current was not affected. Block of T-type calcium channels, if any, was included in block of the total calcium current. K\(^+\) channels were substantially blocked by 10 µM nimodipine.

Two types of K\(^+\) currents (I\(_K\)) were clearly distinguishable in our model: an A-type current carried by K\(_V\) channels (I\(_K\text{Va}\)) and a delayed rectifier current carried by K\(_Ca\) channels (I\(_K\text{Ca}\)). I\(_K\text{Ca}\) in rat hippocampal cells flows through BK and SK channels (Tseng-Crank et al. 1994; Gu et al. 2005; Salkoff et al. 2006). In our model, I\(_K\text{Ca}\) contributed less than 10% to the peak I\(_K\) current and approximately 50% to the sustained I\(_K\) current. Nimodipine inhibited around 15% of I\(_K\text{Ca}\). This current could be inhibited indirectly due to nimodipine block of LTCC. Nevertheless, while BK channels are coupled to LTCC in mouse neocortex (Sun et al. 2003), in rat hippocampus they are tightly coupled to N-type rather than LTCC (Loane et al. 2007). Therefore we cannot exclude a direct interaction of nimodipine with BK channels. A similar inhibition of the delayed rectifier potassium current by nifedipine was observed in human atrial myocytes (Gao et al. 2005). Inhibition of I\(_K\text{Ca}\) by either mechanism is likely to contribute to suppression of repetitive AP firing observed in our experiments. This suggestion is supported by the finding that block of BK channel by the selective blocker iberiotoxin reduced the spiking frequency in young adult (4–7 weeks) rat hippocampal CA1 cells (Gu et al. 2007) while selective inhibition of SK channels in the same model failed to affect spiking frequency (Gu et al. 2005).

In our model nimodipine inhibited approximately 35% of peak K\(_V\) current and accelerated its decay so that the sustained component of this current was inhibited up to 70%. This finding is in line with several previous reports. In human atrial myocytes 5–30 µM nifedipine inhibited an A-current and accelerated its decay in a manner identical to that found in our work. Additionally, 10 µM nifedipine blocked and accelerated an A-current through the K\(_V\)1.5 channel expressed in HEK 293 cells (Lin et al. 2001). In adult dorsal root ganglion neurons, nifedipine and nimodipine inhibited K\(_V\) currents with an IC\(_{50}\) around 10 µM (Zhang and Gold 2009). As both I\(_K\text{V}\) and I\(_K\text{Ca}\) contribute to afterhyperpolarization in CNS neurons their inhibition may substantially contribute to suppression of repetitive AP firing by nimodipine observed in our experiments. The inhibition of an A-type potassium current was virtually voltage-independent for depolarizations to 0 mV and higher. However, the decay of the current during the depolarizing pulse was accelerated. These observations, which are in line with findings of Bett and coauthors (Bett et al. 2006), are compatible with an open channel block.

In conclusion, effect of DHPs on the repetitive AP firing in hippocampal neurons is highly species-dependent and partly also age-dependent. This variability is caused by the variability in expression of voltage-gated calcium and/or potassium ion channels. The DHP-induced suppression of all but the first AP in neonatal hippocampal rat neurons reported in this work mimics findings in young rat hippocampal neurons but in adult rat hippocampal cells DHPs were less effective. We suggest that the validity of a statement about the role of individual ion channels in hippocampal
excitability is restricted to the species and its age investigated. Further, we have shown that effect of DHPs in neonatal rat hippocampal neurons is only partly mediated by inhibition of LTCC. Additional inhibition of voltage- and calcium-dependent potassium channels contributes substantially to this effect. This additional interaction must be taken into account when DHP channel blockers are applied on cells, in which potassium conductance may be active.
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